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Abstr~,ct
Maximal abelian subalgebras (MASAs) of one of the classical real inhomogeneous
Lie algebras arc constructed. namely those of the pscudocuclidcan Lie algebra c:(p. q).
Usc is made of the scmidircct sum structure of e(p, q) with the translations T(p + q) as
an abelian ideal. We first construct splitting MASAs that arc themselves direct sums of
abelian subalgcbras of oip, q) and of subalgcbras of T(p +q). The splitting suhalgebras
are used to construct the complementary nonsplitting ones. Here the results are less
complete 1han in the splitting case. We present general decomposition theorems and
construct indecomposable f\:IASAs for all algebras e(p,q), p ~ q ~ O. The case of q ::::: 0
and I were treated earlier in a physical context. The case q ::::: 2 is analyzed here in
detail as an illustration of the general results. C0 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
Resume
Lcs sous-algebrcs maximales ubclicnncs (SAMAs) d'une algebre rccllc c1assiquc non-
homogene sont construites, en particulier, cellos d'ulgcbrc de Lie pseudo-euclidicnnc
eip, q). On utilise la structure de la sorumc semi-dirccte de e(p, q) avec les translations
T(p +q) qui rcpresentc un ideal abelien. Nous avons construit, en premier. lcs SAMAs
"splitting", qui sont des sornrnes directes des sous-algebres abeliennes de o(p,q) ct de
sous-algebres de T(p + q). Lcs sous-algebres "splitting" sont utilisecs pour construire les
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sous-ulgebres complemcntuirc - "nonspliuing". Lcs n~~lIltals Ill: sont pao; cxplicites
comme dans Ie cas des SAMAs "splitting", Nous prescntons lcs thcoremcs gcncruux de
decomposition ct llOUS construisons lcs SA~1A~·; indecomposublcs pour toutcs lcs
algebrcs eip. q). j) :~ if ~ O. Lcs cas de q = 0 ct I sont dcj[\ truites dans un context
physique. Lc cas {J = 2 est analyse ici en detail comruc une illustration des rcsultats
gcneraux. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. AI! rights reserved.
I. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present a classification of the .nuximal
abelian subalgebras (MASAs) or the pscudoeuclidean Lie algebra ('(p. q). Since
this Lie algebra can be represented by a specific type of real matrices of di-
mension (1' + q +- I) x (p + q + I). the subject of this paper is placed squarely
within a classical problem of linear algebra, the construction of sets of com-
muting rnatrces.
Most of the early papers in this direction [1--3] as well as more recent ones
[4-8] were devoted to commuting matrices within the set of all matrices of a
given dimension. In other words. they studied abelian subalgebras of the Lie
algebras gl(n. C) and gl(n.IR). For a historical review with many references sec
the book by Suprunenko and Tyshkcvich [9].
Maltscv constructed all maximal abelian subalgebras of maximal dimension
for all complex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras [10]. An important
subclass of MASAs arc Cartan subalgebras, i.c, self-normalizing MASAs [t I].
The simple complex Lie algebras. as well as the compact ones. have just one
conjugacy class of Carum subalgebras, The real noncornpact forms of the
simple Lie algebrascan have several conjugacy classes of them. They have been
classified by Kostant [12] and Sugiura [131-
This paper is part of a series. the aim of which is to construct all MASAs of
the classical Lie algebras. Earlier papers were devoted to the classical simple
Lie algebras such as sp(211\~) and sp(2n.C) [14]. su(p.q) [15]\ o(n.C) (l6] and
oip, q) 1.17]. General results for MASAs of classical simple Lie algebras arc
presented in Ref. [18]. More recently MASAs of some inhomogeneous classical
Lie algebras were studied, namely those or ein, C) [19], e(p.O) and eip. I) [20].
Here we consider L'(P, q) for all p ~ q ~ O. The two special cases. q :.:: 0 and
q = 1. treated earlier arc of particular importance in physics and arc also much
simpler than the general case,
The motivation for a study of MASAs was discussed in previous papers
[14-20], As a mathematical problem the classification of MASAs is an ex-
tension of the classification of individual elements of Lie algebras into con-
jugacy classes [21-23]. A classification of MASAs of classical Lie algebras is
an important ingredient in the classification of all subalgebras of these al-
gebras.
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In applications in the theory or partial differential equations. MASAs pro~
vide coordinate systems in which invariant equations allow the separation of
variables. More specifically. they protide "ignorable variables" not figuring in
the corresponding metric tensors. when considering Laplace-Beltrami or
Hamilton Jacobi equations. In quantum physics they provide complete sets of
commuting operators. In classical physics they provide integrals of motion in
involution.
The classification problem is formulated in Section 2. where we also present
S0t11C necessary definitions and explain the classification strategy. Section 3
coutui ns (\ brief summary of the known results on MASAs or o(p. q) [17]. They
arc needed in the rest of this paper and we reproduce them in a condensed form
to make thl: paper sclf-coutuincd. Section 4 is devoted (0 ~'l",lilt:ng subalgebras
of ('(p. q), i.c, subalgebras that arc direct sums of subn IS of the algebra
otp, q) and those or the translation algebra T(p + if). The Lulllplcl11cntary case
of nonspliuing MASAs of e(p.q) is the subject of Section 5. The results on
MASAs of ('(p. lJ) obtained in Sections 4 and 5 arc reformulated in terms of a
decomposition of the underlying linear space S(p.q) in Section 6. Indecom-
posable MASAs of e(p. if) are described in the same section. Section 7 is de-
voted to a special case in which all results arc entirely explicit namely MASAs
of eip, 2).
2. General formulation
2. J. Some de.fil1il ions
The pseudocuclidcan Lie algebra e(p. lJ) is the semidircct sum of the pseu-
doorthogonal Lie algebra oip. q) and an abelian algebra T(I1) of translations
(2. I)
We will make lise or the following matrix representation of the Lie algebra
eip. q) and the corresponding Lie group E(p. (f). Vve introduce ara "extended
metric"
( K 0)K-(' - 0 0
1
•
where K satisfies
K -_ l'l E rT1J 1I ' '' . +I\. U~ n=p q.
sgnK::::(p.q). p~q~O.
det K f. O.
(2.2)
(2.3 )
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.7)
(2.6)
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Here sgn K denotes the signature of K. where fJ and q arc the numbers of
positive und negative eigenvalues. respectively. Then Xl' E e(fJ. ~j) and II E
E(p.q) an..' represented as
X,.(X.l) =X;, = (~ ~1) X E IR"·". x • 1R1. " ,
/I = (G 1IT ) • GE lR /I i " , a E rr~ I 'II.
o I
XI{ +KXI' = O. GKGT = K. XcKI' -I- Kl"~'1' = o.
The vector ~ E [RI"I represents the translations. We :,ay that the translations
arc positive. negative or zero (isotropic) length if
T T r
xl(:! > O. :xK'J. < O. fJ.K'1 = O. (2.8)
respectively.
We wHI be classifying maximal abelian subalgebras 01' the pscudocuclidean
Lie algebra etp. q) into conjugacy classes under the action of the pseudoeu-
didean Lie group E(Pl q). Let us define some basic concepts.
Definition 2.1. The centralizer cent(Lll • L) of a Lie algebra 1.,0 C L is the sub-
algebra of L consisting of all elements in L. C0t11111uting elemcntwise with Lo
cont(LI). l..) == {e ELI [e. Lo] = O}. (2.9)
Definition 2.2. A maximal abelian subalgcb:u Lo (MASA) of L is an abelian
subalgcbru, equal to its centralizer
[Lo,Lo] = 0, ccnl(Lo1L) = Ln. (2.10)
Definition 2.3. A normalizer group Nor(l'lh G) in the group Gof the subalgebra
LI) C L is
Nor(Lo1G) == {g E G IKLog-- 1 ~ Lll } .
Definition 2.4. A splitting subalgebra Lu of the sernidirect SUITI
L=FIJN, {F,F]CF. [F,Njr:;N, [N,N]CN
is itself a sernidirect sum of a subalgcbra of F and a subalgebra of N.
Lo = Po :BN(h Fo C F. No C N.
All other subalgebras of L = F!JN arc called nonsplitting subalgebras.
(2.11 )
(2.12)
(2.13)
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An abelian spli1tillg subulgchra of I, :::: FJJN is a direct sum
Lo :::: I~l epNo, f~1 C F. Nil <N. (2.14)
Definition 2.5. A maximal abelian nilpotent subalgcbra (lVIANS) M of a Lie
algebra L is a MASA. consisting entirely of nilpotent clements, i.c, it satisfies
[M, M] = O. [[[I." Nf]A1] ... ]/11 = 0 (2.15)
for some finite number 111 (we commute AI with L Ill-times). A MANS is rep-
resented by nilpotent matrices in any finite dimensional representation.
2.2. Classification stratcgv
The classification of MASAs of e(p, q) is based on the fact that ctp,q) is the
semidirect sum of the Lie algebra n(p, q) and an abelian ideal T(n) (the
translations). We US',~ herr a procedure related to one used earlier [19] for
e(n, C) and [20] for e(p, I). It proceeds in five steps.
I. Classify svbalgcbras T(k, ,k_,ko) of T(n). They arc characterizco by a triplet
(k+, k., ko), where k, k: and ko arc the num' er or positive length, negative
length and isotropic vecto rs, respectively.
2. Find the centralizer C(k, , ,L, ko) of T(k I' k.: ko) in o(p, q)
(2.16)
3. Construct all MASAs M(k, ,k_,ko) ofC(k, ,k_,ko} and classify them under
the action of the normalizer Nor[T(k" k~ ,ko), G] of T(k I-l k .,ko) in 1he
group G "'J E(p, q).
4. Obtain a representative list of all splitting MASAs of e(p, q) as direct sums
(2.17)
and keep only those amongst them that are indeed maximal (and mutually
inequivalent).
5. Construct all nonsplitting MASAs from splitting ones as described below in
Section 5.I.
3. Results on MASAs of o(p, q)
3.1. General results
Let us briefly sum up some known [17] results on MASAs of oip, q) that we
shall need below. We shall represent these MASAs by matrix sets {X, K} with
notations as in Eqs. (2.3)-(2.7).
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Definition 3.1. AMASA of o(P, q) is called orthogonally dCC0111POS,lblc (00) if
(111 matrices in the set {X~ K} can be simultaneously represented by block di-
agonal matrices with the same decomposition pattern, It is called orthogonally
indecomposable (010) otherwise.
Proposition 3.1. El'ery Of) A1ASA (?I'o(p. q) call he represented hy a matrix set
K = diag(K",.1!" K,,~.I/."" .• Kflj"ro)'
(11 )
dct KIII.lf, ¥ O. I ~.i~k. 2 ~~ k ~ [Lv _I.. q +. I) /2J.
AL lfj = o,
i I
where:
(i) For each J. the IJWIJ'ix se! {Xj 1Kp,.if l } represents all OlD AIASA (?I'O(Pjl qj)~
le1 us clIlI it Mfll'IfI'
(ii) AI 1110st one ofthe MASAs M",.IJ, is a maximal abelian nilpotent suhalgebra
(MANS) (~l()(Pil lfj)·/n particular ()11~1' one pair (Pi' 'Ii) ClIl1 sali.~'f.}' Pi +{Ii :'.- 1.
The corresponding pair {X ~ K} is (0. I ) and represents a A1ANS (~I' o(1,0) 01'
0(0.1).
To obtain representatives (~l(/II O(p. q) classes (~lOD MASA.\' (~roip, q) Ire let
M[JI'''/~ [or all J, run il1t1t.'pelldent(l' through al! representatives o] OV~h q,J) COIl-
jugacy classes of OlD MASAs (~r ()V~j, qi)' subjcc to the restriction (ii), COIl-
versely, each such matrix set represents a (,OI~iugacy class (~r 0 D MASAs of
O(P, q).
I
The problem of classifying MASAs of o(p. if) is thus reduced to the classi-
fication ofOlD MASAs. Under the field extension from !R to C an OlD MASA
can remain 010. or become orthogonally decomposable. In the first case we
call it ahsolutely orthogonally decotnposable (AOID) in the second nonabsolu-
tel)' orthogonally indecomposable (NAOID). The following types of orthogo-
nally indecomposable MASAs of o(p, q) exist:
1. Maximal abelian nilpotent subalgebras (MANSs). They exist for all values
of ip,q). min (p, q) ;?: 1. They are discussed below in Section 3.2. They arc
AOIO MASAs.
2. MASAs that arc decomposable but not orthogonally decomposable (AOID
but D). They stay OlD when considered over C. They exist for all values of
p ::: q ~ I. Their canonical form is
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(3.2)
where A == ~IIJ .:) MANS of slip, rR).
3. MASAs that arc indecomposable over ~ but become orthogonally decem-
posable after field extension 10 C (NAOI D~ ID but NAID). They exist for
p :::: 2k ~ q == 2/. min (k.1) ~ I. Their canonical form is
M :;:-: fRQ OJ MANSs or su(k, I). K == (hI. ).
-/~I
F., = (0 I).
~ -1 0 (3.3 )
4. MASAs that arc indecomposable over U~ and decomposable over C (but not
orthogonally decomposable even over C) (010, AOID but NAtO). They
exist for P :::: if == 2k. k ~ I. Their canonical form is
M == ~Q t:!l 010 but 0 MASAs of su(k, k)
with Q as in Eq. (3.3). An exception is the case of 0(2), itself abelian. Thus,
for p = 2. q == 0 or P :::: ()~ ,} == 2, 0(2) is ADID but NA10.
5. Decomposable MASAs that become orthogonally decomposable over C
(NAOID and D). They occur only for fJ = q == 2k. k ~ 1. Their canonical
form is
{ (A ) /' ( 12k ) }M = X::::: -AT ~ I\. == l u '
where
A == rRQ2k H?MANSs of sl(2k, C).
3.2. MANSs ofoip, q)
(3.4)
A MANS A1 of a classical Lie algebra is characterized by its Kravchuk
signature, which we will denote KS [3,9J7, 18]. It is a triplet of integers
2).. +Ji = 11, Ji ~ 0, (3.5)
where ). is the dimension of the kernel of M, equal to the codimension of the
image of M. A MANS can be transformed into the Kravchuk normal form
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o A Y
N:::.: 0 S -KAT K:::: K
t.I.
o 0 0 t.I .
A E /R/.XI'. Y := - yT E [Ri.;..:i., SK +KST = 0,
S E tR/IYI1, K:= j(T E ~/'XI1, sgn k. == (p - ).,q - ).)
(3.6)
and S nilpotent.
There are two types of MANS of o(p,q):
(i) Free-rowed MANS. The first row or A has Ji free real entries. All other
entries in A and S depend linearly on those Ji free entries.
(ii) Non-free..rowed MANS. Any combination of rows of A contains less
than Ji free real entries.
The results on free-rowed MANS of o(p,q} [17] arc slated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.2.. A representat'rc lis! (~(Oip, q) conjugacy classes offree-rowed
A1;J NSs (~l OU-J, q) with Kravchuk signature (). Ji ).) i,\' given by tile matrix sets
(3.7)
(3.8)
0 A Y t,I.
N:::: 0 0 ... T K=: K-KA
0 0 0 t.I.
etQt
-o. ~ E IR' XI" Y == _ yT E ~h';',A=
rxQ·I.
(3.9)
The entries in a and Y arcfree. The matrices Qi are fixed andform all abelian
subalgebra ofthe Jordan algebra jo(p - ).,q - ).)./n the case ): = 2 we must have
Q2 f O. There exists a i. 1 E l., I ~ )., ~ }. such that Q" .. . ,Q;" are linearly in-
dependent and QI' == 0, ).1 + 1~ v~ A.
Proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and details about MASAs of oip,q) arc
given in Ref. [17]. The results on non-free-rowed MANS of oip, q) are less
complete and we shall not reproduce them here [17].
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4. Splitting MASAs of e(p,q)
4.1. General C0I1111U!I11S 0" MASAs of eip, lJ)
A MASA of e(p,q) will be represented by a matrix set {~., K{.}
..TN ~
T
X"I'''l ()I
T(). '
J
xl'
Ok J,T
01
(4.1 )
(4.2)
.i
p=po+ko+ LPi+k+l
i :-.:1
j
q = qo +ko+L q, +k.:
i~1
(4.3)
(4.4)~= IJT , z,)'EIR1xkn, pE~I ~«/~l"t -qo)
l,T
where Mp"Cf' =: (Xp;,q" Kpr .qJ~ ; == I, ... .l, is an OlD MASA of O(Pi, qi), that is
not a MANS. The vector ~ has the following form:
ZT
and N is a MANS of o(po +ko,qo +ko) with Kravchuk signature (kopo +qo ko)
and is given by
N=
o, A Y
o S - KP!I,qoAT ,
o 0 Oko
(4.5)
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A E !R~ll' (pI) : t/II) , (4.6)
The entries in :.X and." ure free and represent the positive, negative and zero
length translations contained in T(k i • k ,ko). The entries in {I.,' and ()i are
linearly dependent on the free entries in A. Y and .r/l, ." , . lf they arc nonzero (and
cannot be annulled by an E(p.q) transformation). we have a nonsplitting
MASA. This case will be discussed in Section 5.
4.2. Bash' results 011 splitting MASAs
In this section we shall construct all splitting MASAs of e(p. q).
Theorem 4.1. Every splitt ing AJASA (~r e(P.lf) is characterized hy II partition
I
P =po -+ k. +ko -/- I:Pi'
i 1
ko +k I + k _. i- P + if - 1.
I
q == ljo -I- k +ko +L (fi'
i 1 (4.7)
A representative list ofE(p,q) ('()/Ul(rt{/(l' classes of AtASA.\' ofeip. q) is given b..J'
the matrix sets {~q Kt'} (~l Eqs. (4.1) lind (4.2) with
C)j == 0, i = L .... . j, (4.8)
If ko == 0 then the MANS N is absent .. AJp"tI1 is all orthagonally indecomposable
MASA o]O(Pi' q;) which is 1101 1I AtANS. Running through allpossible purtitions,
all AIANSs {N,Ko} and all MASAs Al/1,.I/ , we obtain a representative list ofall
splitting i\1ASAs (~re(p.q).
Proof. We start by choosing a subalgebra T(k j' k.: ko).. Calculating the cen..
tralizer of T(k ~, k ..ko) in o(p, q) gives us
(4.9)
-K
K==Ok.
M
C(k, .k... ko) =
tV! is a subalgebra of oip - k,., q - k_) which commutes with the translations
corresponding to ; = (r, 0), ~ E lR1 hi (P/(I-k. -) ), z E !R I xkll , and with no other
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translations. To obtain a MI\SA of e(p.q) we 1111lst complement T(kl.k-,ko)
by aMASA F(k I_ k _.ko) of the centralizer C(k j .k.. koL F(k I' k.__ ku) OlUS! not
C0l11111U1C with any further trunslations, hence Fik , .k .ko) is either a MANS
of o(p -- k,.q - k ) with KS 1k(J. fJ - k , - ko + q - k -- ko• ko) or an orthog-
onally decomposable MASA containing ~t MANS N with KS (kn Jl ko). For
ko =::: () the MANS N is absent. This leads to Eq. (4.8) and each M,I"If' =:
{XII,.I!I' K,II.(!,} is an 010 MASA or O(P" qi) of the type 2. 3, 4. or 5., listed in
Section 3,1. 0
5. Nonsplitting MASA'i of e(p. (/)
5.1. Gell(,l'o/ comment»
First we describe the general procedure for finding nonspliuing MASAs of
e(p. if).
Every nonspliuing MASA AI(/.:, .k . _ko) of e(p.q) is obtained from a split-
ting one by the following procedure:
l. Choose a basis for F(k k . kn) and T(k I. k ~ ko) e.g. F(k \_ k ,ko) I"v
{BI • .. . • B.,J. T(k I ~ k_..kII) r:~ {X I ' .. .. ..\"/. } .
2. Complement the basis or Tik , k. .ko) to a basis of T(n).
3. Form the clements
L + N = 11.
:\'
Ell = e, + L~I/' Yi ·
i I
a == 1••..• J, (5.1 )
where the constants ill; arc such that B; form an abelian Lie algebra
[8.11 B"l = O. This provides a set of linear equations for the coefficients a.ili •
Solutions &/1; arc called I-cocyclcs and they provide abelian subalgebrus
M(k, .i, ko) '" {B,,, X,,} c e(p.q).
4. Classify the subalgebras NI(k, .k ,ko} into conjugacy classes under the ac-
tion of the group Etp, q). This can be done in two steps.
(i) Generate trivial cocycles laj~ caJled coboundarics. using the translation
group T(n)
(5.2)
coboundarics should be removed from the set of the cocycles. If we have in! =
tcl,j for all (a,j) the algebra is splitting (i.e. equivalent to a splitting one).
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(ii)lJsc the normalizer of the original splitting subalgebra in the group
O(p, q) to further simplify and classify the nontrivial cocycles.
The general form of a nonsplitting MASA of eip, q) is Me =:: {Xt. , I(,} given
by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Requiring commutativity [A:., X/] =--: 0 leads to
N !:/T - N' J::1"': -- ,,:. (5.3)
Fron. [lIS. (5.3) we sec that the entries in ()i depend linearly only on /~'I.ql' i.e,
only on the MASA Mp,.((. of 0VJi. q,.).
Each Mp,.C// belongs to one of the four types of 01 D MASAs of oip), lJi) which
were listed in Section 3.1 - AGID but D MASAs, AOJD but NAID MASAs,
NAOID ID but NAID MASAs or NAOID but D MASAs.
We will make usc of the fol1owing result.
Lemma 5.1. I] A4 is a MASA ofotp, q) when considered Oller ~, then it will also
he 1I MASA o] 0(111 C), 11 = P+ q, when considered over C.
If any of the vectors ()j were nonzero then after fieJd extension we would
obtain a nonsplitting MASA of ein, C) of a type that does not exist [19]. This
implies that all of the iij's are zero.
Any further study of nonsplitting ~lASAs of eip,q) is reduced to studying
the matrices
N
.lYe =
Mp,.ll! 0 (5.4)
Oc 0
Ok 0
01
with ~ and N as in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. Further. we can sec from
Eqs, (5.3) and (5.4) that the study of nonsplitting M/\SAs is in fact reduced to
the study of nonsplitting Mp~SAs of eip« +kOl qo +ko) for which the projection
onto the subalgebra oip« + ku. qo -,:'- ko) is a MANS with Kravchuk signature
(koJi ko), Ji = po +qo. Further classification is performed under the group
E(pn +kOl qo +ko).
The MASAs of e(po + kn, qo -+- ko) to be considered will thus be representee
by the matrix sets {Xt'o Kt . }
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Okn A Y ZT \
0 S T T .
-K,ltl.(jIlA {JX;,:=
0 0 Oku ",TI
0 0 0 0
1,' __
1\..(' - (5.5)
where y == - yT. and IJ E [RJ :-:11• l' E [RI xkn depend linearly on the free entries in A
and Y. Using the commutativity [Xc,X;'] = 0 we obtain
A/1fT + y/T = Af/ir + Y'},T.
Sf'J'T _ L' AT. /1' - Sfl,;r _ t-: AIT.."J {\1'1.((11 I - J I\"ltl''/O I'
(5.6)
The translations
o, 0 0 0
0 O'ltl.qO 0 rT t E ~ I XJI, ( E [RI xko/7 := (5.7)
0 0 Oko
..T
~
0 0 0 OJ
will be used to remove coboundaries from /J and }' and the remaining cocycles
will be classified under the action of the normalizer of the MANS tv in the
group Oip« +ko~ lfn +ko).
The situation will be very different for free-rowed and non-free-rowed
MANS of o(Po + ko, qo + ko). The two cases will be treated separately.
5.2. Nonsplitting MASAs ofcip« +ko,qo +ko) related to iree-rowed MANS",
Let N be a free-rowed MANS of o(Po +ko, Cf:l +kn). The corresponding
nonsplitting MASAs of eip« +ko,qo + ~()) can be represented as follows.
Theorem 5.1. A nonspliuing MASA. ofe(p, q) must contain a MANS ofo(Po +
ko, qo +ko} with 1~ ko~ q, min(po + ko, qo + ko) ~ 1. All nonsplitting MASAs of
eip« + ko, qo +ko) for which the projection onto oip« + k(n qo +ko) is afree rowed
MANS N with Kravchu'. s.gnaturc (ko u ko), Ii = Po + qo can be represented by
the matrix sets {A:. ,K(.} of Elf. (5.:') with S = 0 and A and Ya,'; ill ElJ. (3.8).
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J. For ko ~ 3 H'e June
{i = aA, ~ I - 0, (5.8)
it E ~IIX/I satisfies 'he following conditions:
(5.9)
2. ko == 2, Ji ~ 2. J1 satisfies Elf. (5,9) [orj == 2 and
It z.; ~A +yp.
[or the following Q:
( 0)., -I - '1.f/ ' p :-- (L 0, .. . ,0) (5.10)
o 1
o
Q=-==
For ali tile other Q
o
o I
Kril .1/1) == J 0
KplJ - I.f/u -- ]
(5.11)
{J =: tXA.
3. ko = 2, Ji .= 1
'i = yp,
0' _ (0)j - •
. 0
( 0 )"T _J - ap +P2Y ,
(5.(2)
(5.13)
where (P,P2) is (1,0). (0, 1), or (1, J).
4. k{I == 1. Ji == O~ there is 110 {J and we have
/=G)'
5. ko :::: J, J~ ?:. 2
fJ == ~A,
6. ko =: 1, Jl == J
'" - 0I - •
(5.14)
(5.15)
(J == 0,
" = a. (5.(6)
The case ko ::= 1, Ii ;::::: 0 is no/ allowed. Two free..rowed nonsplitting MASAs of
e(po +ko,qo + ko), MVJo, qo, ko, A) and M'tp«, qo, ko ~ J'), are E(po + ko, qo +ko)
conjugated ifor cases 1 and 5) if the matrices 11, A' characterizing them satisfy
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fin' some RI' K; E at Ok E ~. G2 E oip«, qn) such that
1Qj := -g;G2Qj G, I.
. gl· . ~
(5.17)
(5.18)
Proof. I, ko ~ 1 We start Irom a free-rowed MANS in Eq, (5.5). Requiring
commutativity [A:,. X.~} == 0 leads to the following equalions:
.I O )/J'" l I (z'O )/,.1' , ,
" '1.~j J T .v;1I j'll == :J. ~; J +)'/11/11' (Q ''1.T)./ == (IJ ,,;/1'»'_'.J ~/~} I} (5.19)
The entries in fl, " arc linearly dependent on those in Y and z, i.e.
A E IIll/t "/1, E IT1l1 x JIU~ {Jik IN. ,
(5.20)
We substitute {/ and t' into Eq, (5.19) and compare coefficients or ':t.irJ.~, for i and
j fixed. First consider the case i > I. We obtain that
A == AT; ~k.(/ = 0,
Pik = 0, 2~ i < k:
Q·AK - 1 - AK- 1 Q.J t~),l/ll - 1~I.f/l1}·
For j == 2 we obtain
, / l' ,.. 1. I < a',~ ...~ ~. f\,
(5.21 )
P,k.I :::: 0,
Plk == 0,
3 ~ i < k,
k ~ 3, (5.22)
And for.i ::.-:: 3 we get
W == 0, for ko ~ 3. (5.23)
Using the translations we obtain the coboundaries OJ
etl,l~ Ze-tl,l'r = Z - Oi[Z, ~'J.
This leads to replacing A by
/ill
A' == A - )~ (hQliK/~,.ql)'
Ii-·-:I
(5.24)
(5.25)
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All OJ arc free and can be used to remove all cobounduries, In particular, if
K/~J,ljll is chosen to satisfy Tr KH"f/o =/ 0 we can usc 01 to make A traceless. Eq.
(5.17) corresponds to transformations of A using the normalizer of N in E(p. q).
2. ,~.o == 2, Ii ;?; 2. Here there is only one matrix Q == Q2, the vector ji is )' =::
("' .. ) and11'12
(
0y-
-l'
We have
(i =: ~/1 + .vP.
., - fV\4;r t-/J "II - 'J,. 'I - I..,
fJ E ~L'lj,
II:! = '"uT +P:..\'.
c It:.)( ";._t1
(5,,27)
From [A';. ,X(~J = 0 we obtain that
T11==11,
Ii == etA +Yr,
Eq. (5.19) for j == 2 leads to
[QT(aTcl - :x/Tf'() + (C(,To: - o:T:x')Q].oT == O.
(5.23)
(5.29)
(5.30)
Writing Eq. (5.30)
and all other C'''' n.;
-mponents and choosing r:t. and Ii such that ria == 1, cx~ == 1
j,. vanish, we obtain
This provides us with I. 'nes of relations
Vi, 0, h. (5.31)
- QliPlI +Qf/il'j +'-' .Jl/~P~ = O.
Ii·- I
The matrix Q is block diagonal,
a i= i.
(5.32)
(5.33)
Q= diag(J1,J2, ' " ,Jr ) .
rL: dim J, =:: Ii,
i-d (5.34)
where each J, is an indecomposable clement of a Jordan algebra jo(p;, qi)~ Pi +
qj = dim J, (see e.g Ref. [23]). The matrix K/~I,qll has the same block structure.
Possible forms of elementary blocks in Q are
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(
q;
iii 1
I
l/,
r,
-Si ,. 0I
o
I
o
o
r, s,
)
f
(5.35)
After cornplexification the second type of block reduces to the first one, so it
actually suffices to consider the first type of block only (sec Lemma 5.1).
Let us first assume dim J, ~ 3. Writing rehron (5.33) for i == I and 2 ~ a ~ r
we obtain P:t == P4 := •.. == P" == O. Taking a = I, i == 2 in Eq, (5.32) we then
obtain P2 = O. Taking a ::: l ,b ::::: 2, i == 3 in Eq. (5.33) we obtain PI =O. Thus,
if the largest block .11 (q) satisfies dim J 1(q) ;?; 3, we have () = o.
Now let us assume dim JI (q) =: 2 so that all other blocks have dimension 2
or I. By the same argument we have {'J = (J4 == ... :::: P/I == 0 and also P: = u. j f
Q has the form (5.11), then all relations (5.32) and (5.33) are satisfied and PI
remains free. If any of the other diagonal clements, say Q.~3 IS not zero, then
relation (5.33) for i == 3,a == I implies PI ::: o. If we have q f= 0 in J, (q), then at
least one other diagonal element ofQ Blust satisfy Qatl f:. 0,a ~ 3~ since we have
TrQ == O.
Filially, let Q be diagonal. We have Q 'f:. 0,Tr Q= 0, hence at least two di-
agonal elements are nonzero. Relations (5.32) and (5.33) then imply
Pi == 0, i = 1, ... , Ji.
Using the normalizer G = diag(g" g2, G2,g,-I,gil) we normalize PI to PI == I
for PI i- O.
3. k() = 2, It = J. There is no matrix Q and we have
Ii == Aa +py, }. E IR
)'\ == aWl +PlY, }'2 == OW2 +P2Y,
(5.36)
Condition [X;,. Xl~l iz: 0 implies H'I = O. PI = () and after removing the ca-
boundaries we obtain
II = 1'.1'· -, - 0J I -- • ~'~ = af' -+- P2.1'· (5.37)
Using the normalizer G = diagt,t:'I . .1:"2. g-; got. gl:,. I). satisfying GKoGT == Ko• we
can normalize (f).p..d to one of the following: (1.0). (I. I). (0. I).
4. ko ::= 2. II ::: O. Using the normalizer G == diag(gl. G2• I!.t.;t. I) we obtain
Eq. (5.14).
5. ko ::::: I. II ~ 2. In this case}' = 0 and A :;.= ~ (: ~I"II in Eq. (5.5). Then we
have
T /) E fn,l. II.~' r.: 1.1\'. ) 1J'i. (5.38)
FrOtH [Xu . .\~~l =.: () we obtain tha t
1\' ._. ()•__• 01 (5.39)
Removing the coboundarics leads to rcplar: 'lg 11 by
(5.40)
where () can be chosen to annul trace of .1 (if Tr K,~,.q(l =/: 0).
6. ko == I. II == I. The proof is trivial and can be found in Ref. [20].
Using the normalizer of the splitting MASA (4.8) in the group Eip« +
ko. C/o +ko) we can simplify 11 further. The normalizer is represented by block
diagonal matrices
G d· (G r: G- I J'=- Jag I • ~12· I • ). (5.41 )
Choosing G1 == diag(gl ..... gAil)' G2 satisfying G:-{(/~I'''l1 G~' == K/~I.1/1I leads to Eqs,
(5.17) and (5.18).
This completes the proof cf the Theorem 5.1. 0
5.3. Nonsplitting AlASAs o] ('(Po +ko.qo -I- kll )"elated 10 non-free-rowed
~fANSs
The general study of non-free rowed MASAs· of oip, q) is les. well devel..
oped. ~..Iany different series of MASAs or o(f'" f;') exist. We will Cf.itlsider only
two of them. which we denote A(2k + I. 0; and 4(2k + I. I), by analogy with
series of non-free-rowed MANSs of o(n, f} [1'6).
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I. The series A(2k + 1.0) of oip, q) is represented by the matrix set
o GI 0 «: 01-. 0
(II-.
·
· ·
,r == 02 . (5.42)
0
0,
0
e
-f
{
o(k + 1. k)
Me
o(k,k + 1)
(
K ::::: F.~k ,-1 ==
, - (
\(
where all a/s arc free. Thus for ( == I we have
for keven,
for k odd.
(5.43)
o
(II-. 0
·
·
· ·
·
a2 0 (5.44)
0 0
a1 0
0 0
0
and for f: == -I we have
{
o(k + I,k) for k odd,
u c
o(k, k + 1) for k even.
The splitting MASA of eip,q) for this series (in accordance with Theorem
4. ) is written as follows:r 0\ 0 02
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Theorem 5.2. Every nonspliuing AtASA o] £'(1',q) cmT('sl'0llc!il1g to tlu: sph/finK
A1ASA (5.44) is E(p.q) conjugate 10 rhe/(}/Imring O11(J:
0 (II 0 (12 ... a~ 0 IJ. \
{I~ 0
0 (/k
C~I'I 0)-.re :=: 1\ - ..a~ 0 " - -
() (/2
{II 0
() (II
0
(5.45)
Proof. We will construct Co nonsplitting MASA from the splitting one. Eq.
(5.44),
o 01 0 02 a, 0 '.1.
o (II 0 {/2 {lk 1/2
X'==. (/2 {J2k - ~ (5.46)(' .
0 {J2k .- ,
. 0, {i2k
0 {12k ! I
0
where Irs arc linearly dependent on aj's. Before imposing commutation rela..
t.ions we will remove the cobou.idaries.
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Consider one clement of the algebra (5.46)
o 1 0 0
010
o 0
o ~1.2
() 11J
AI = 0 11,2~ 2 (5.47)
0 'J.1 .2k I
I "X 1.21.
()
"X I.:'/, I I
0
where ~ I./ , I = 2, ... .2k + I. represent the translations. We note that
~1.I, ...• ~l.2k correspond to coboundarics and can be eliminated by conjugation
by the translation group. Thus only ~1.2k ! I is left in A,.
Now consider an element Ai of algebra (5.46). obtained by setting a, = ()ij1
j';?2
o 0 () I
o 0 0 1
o 0
o '1.;.2
o ;.{iJ
A;= ~i .2k ·· 2 (5.48)
0 O:i.2/; ·-1
0 rl.i.2k
0 ;J.;.2/. I I
0
COF ~ " :<~ ~ 11 with all Ai, i :::: 2, ... ,k ~ we obtain that Cl.j .2k.-2j 13 == O:l.2k ~ \-
j ~ :. '. .ind all other 0:; ..1' have to be zero.
;', .:', normalizer G or the form
(5.49)
we can normalize al.2k +1 to ClI,2k +1 := 1. This leads to the MASA (5.45) and
completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 0
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1. The series A(2k + I. I) oro(p. q) is represented by the following matrix set:
where all lli'S and b arc free. The corresponding metric is
( 0
-(- 0
(
-f
(
o 0
Thus for ( := 1 we have
{
o(k + I. k + I) for k odd.
Atl c
o(k + 2. k) for k even.
and for f =: -1 we have
M C { o(k + L k + 1) for k even.
o(k + 2.k) for k odd.
()
o
... 0 I
(5.51 )
Theorem 5.3. Everv nousplitting MASA corresponding to the splitting MASA
(5.50) is E(p.q) conjugated to the MASA of flu' torn:
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(l () ()
A:.=: a~ () 0 (5.52)
0 () 0
ell 0 0
0 () 0
-(I> 0 i.al + Ilh
() 0 01
with 111e 'He/ric as in Eq. (5.51). Tile cutrics u.. b anti 'J. urefrr«. ParWI1('/el'S i. lind
1'. are one (~( tiu folknving sets:
(0. 1).
(i., Ji) == (0. -~ I).
(I./i). Ii E IR.
(5;53)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2 and we omit it here. 0
6. Decomposition properties of MASAs of e{p. q)
The results of Sections 4 and 5 can be formulated in terms of a decornpo-
sition of the underlying pscudoeuclidcan space S(p. q). Both splitting and
nonsplitting MASAs have been represented by matrix sets {.rl •• Kl'} as in Eqs.
(5.4) and (4.2). We shall call a MASA of eip, q) decomposable if the metric K:. in
Eq. (4.2) consists of two or more blocks. The projection of such u MASA onto
the o(p, q) subalgcbra is then an orthogonally decomposable MASA of oip,q).
Let M(.(p,q) be a decomposable MASA of e(p.q). The space S(p,q) then splits
into a direct sum of subspaces
/
S(p,q) == r{) Sij». q;}.
; .,
ILlf; == q
j . I
(6.1)
and each indecomposable component of the decomposable f\,1ASA of e(p. q)
acts independently in one of the spaces S(Pi. qJ. We shall write
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(6.2)
(6J)
Each individ ual indecomposable MAS;\ A!c(p,. f//) C dpt. lll) can then be
considered separately.
Consider the matrix set {XI,.K!.}. X•. given by Eq. (5.4).1\., a'; ill Eq, (4.2).
where each block is indecomposable. The blocks to be cou-idcrc» consist of a
block on the diagona! in ,\~. plus all entry from the right hand column in XI"
Ihe following types or indecomposable MAS/\s M;(Pi. Cf,) CJ(/Ji.l/I) exist.
• dim S ::= 1. The ~r1AS:\s are pure positive or negative length translations.
AI,.( I. 0) ~. {C: ;~). .r E fft K, = C', ::)}.
(6.4)
A 1\1/\SA j\((/J. ll) or d p. (/) contains k . of the first ones and k of the
SCCOIlU .
• dim S ~.:: 2. The 1\11\SAs arc n(2) rotations in a (+ +). or (-_. -) type sub-
space. or o( I. 1) pscudoroi ~'. ~ ions in a (+- -) space:
0)() .A·.=(h
( ()
()
(6.5)
{ (
0 .v
M,. ((). 2) "" ~)I', '::
•
. {(£I ()
AI,.( I. I ( "" :: (~(/ 0) (0 10)}() . K•. ::::: I 0 0 .
o () 0 0
(6.6)
(6.7)
• dim S =: k ~ 3. There arc two possible types of indecomposable MASAs of
e(p. q) for P -+- If ~ 3. Both of them have k . = k ::::: 0 (no nonisotropic trans-
lations),
(i) for/.,(p. q) contains ko isotropic translations with ko ~ I. The projection of
'\/c{p.q) onto o(p.q) is then a MANS or oip. If) with Kravchuk signature
(ko.p+q -- 2kn.ko) . The MANS can be free-rowed or non-free-rewed. The
MASA or e(p.lJ) can he splitting. or nonsplitting. Such MASAs exist for
.my p + if ~ 3. mint», q) ~ I. They were treated in Sections 4 and 5.
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(ii) AI (p. '!) is an orthogonally indccomposablc MASA or u(p. (I) that is nor a
T\1A NS. It gives rise to a splitting MASA or e(jJ.l!) which contains no trans-
lations (k ll == 0). As reviewed in Section 3 such MASA~ or o(jJ.q) exist only
for P .+q even.
7. A special case: MASAs of e(p, 2)
The case q =: 2. like if =:-: I and q -~::: O. presented earlier (20) is sim pier than
that of' q ? 3. All MASAs can be presented explicitly. in particular those in-
volving non-free-rowed MA NS or n{p. 2).
The possible decomposition patterns. Eq. (6.2), for MASAs of e(p. 2) arc
A(. (fJ' .2) '~ :\1,.(p I . '2) ,!.1. i~l; ('2. 0) -l- k .,\1,.( I . (l) .
PI = 1. or PI ~ 2. PI -+ 2/ . -I- Ii . .: ~: I). (7.1 )
A{.{p, 2) = I\{' (PI ' I) .: . i")p~ . I) .: ' I . [\I,.i, 2. ()) -I- k . :\/,, { I. ')}.
PI 1- l': + 2/ 1 --/- k. :;::.p . (7.2)
~·((jJ.2):::: 1\((0.2) ' :' / . 1\/(.(2 0) I k .AI(.(1.0).
21 1+k. :::: 1'. (7.3)
The algebras A(.(2.0). A(,(O,2) and /I.{ ,( 1,0) arc already abeliar (and one ui-
mensional) as arc ,\1.. (0. I) and /\'/r: ( I. 1). The MASAs 1\1( ,(17. I) of dp. J). J. ,>- :2
were studied in our earlier paper l20].
Thus. W~ need to treat only inOCC0I11{1\.)sabJc M/\SAs or e(p.2). As was
stated in Section 6 for general ('(p. £/). two cases arise. namely kll ~-::.: () and
I ~ ko~ min(rJ,q). where ko is the number of linearly independent translation
generators present.
1. kll = e. kf(p.2) is an orthogonally indecomposable MASA of 0(1'. 2) that
is not a MANS. These exist only when P is even (fJ ~ 2).
For p == 2 three inequivalent OlD MASAs that arc not MANS exist and the
corresponding splitting MASAs or dp, 2) arc given by the following. matrix
sets:
(i) ui: 2) is AOID but D
I 0II n
0 1I ()
X -- -{l 0 0t' -
-h -li 0
0,
(7.4 )
(ii) M(2. 2) is AGIO. 10 but NAID
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() a (} h ()
-([ 0 -_./> 0 0
\' -_. 0 a 0 (7.5)~ l' - -
\ - - (/ 0 00,/
with A' same as in (i),
(iii) An:. 2) is NAOID hut D
I a h ()
,
1---f, a 0, \ 'r :-.:: - (I h u (7.6)
t -- h -0
(I I
( 1)
with K(' same as in (i),
For p :::: 21. I ~ 2_ we have just one 010 MASA of oip, 2) (NAOID, 10 but
NArD). namely AI:::: RQ '. ~ ) MANS of su(/.l). The corresponding splitting
MASA of e(p. 2) is represented as following matrix set:
0 h (II 0 (1' ··1 0 0 (' ()
-h 0 0 {II 0 (If - I -(' 0 0
0 h - al 0 0
-·h 0 0 - .(II 0
..-\.. ::..
0 h - £1/ _ 1 0
-h 0 0 ·- O/ ..· l 0
0 I, ot r
-h 0 0
01 I
I",
I"!.
(7.7)
2. ko = I. The projection of M•. (p. 2) onto o(p. 2) will be a MANS of o(p, 2)
with Kravchuk signature (1 P l ). This MANS can be free-rowed, or non-free..
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rowed. so we obtain two splitting MASA,: '. j ' ' (p ,2) represented. respectively,
by
(i) free-ro-ved
In 1. t) -0-
( n T 0 0 In - tc« ()~. =.: K --- 0 Ko 0 (7.H)\0 q 0 (J I' --
,
I 0 0
01
where K« has signature (p - L 1), 1.. E~ ~~I '" , l o ~; p,
(ii) non-free rowed
0 a (J, 0 b 0 ~....
0 0 a 0 -h 0
0 0 o _:xT
X;.= 0 -{l 0 0
o - (/ 0
0 0
\ 01 (7.9)
I 0
1 0 0
K; = II' f·1 0 0
1 <) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
01
a E ~ 1x \'. 1~~ v and v == P - 3.
The MASA (7.8) gives rise to three different nonsplitting MASAs for P~ 2
which can be expressed as
0 tJ. 0 - (..0 0 T T I{-KoCf. BKo!J.Xt • :::: K,.= II ,.~ O (7.10)0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 01\
Kois the same as in Eq. (7.8) and B satisfies the condition BKo :::: KI.BT, i.e, B is
an element of the Jordan algebra jo(p - 1, 1). A classification of the elements of
Jorian algebras was performed in the paper by Djokovic et at. [23] and the
couple {B. J.~fJ} can have one of the three different foJlowing forms (keeping in
mind the signature of Kn):
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(i)
C811)' ( -1 I). (7.11)B~ Ko ::. \ ,
(ii )
a 0 (0 I
IJ~ 1 1I KII oc II 0 (7.12)
BII \ I
(iii)
a 0 0 0 () 1
I a 0 {j I 0 (7.13)/J:.= K1J =0 I a I 0 0
80 I
where B« is a diagonal matrix.
For r> I the nonsplitting MASA corresponding to Eq. (7. 15) is
() a 0 -
r
0 1 0
-
0 0 --{I () K
c
:': : 0 I 0 0
.\:, = () 0 o 0 0 0
(7.14)
a \~0 0 0 0 0 0 0,
The MASA (7.9) for v~ 2 gives rise to one type of nonsplitting MASA that
can be represented as
n (/ 'V 0 h 0 -..
n 0 / 0 -h :xpT
n 0 0 T apT + A~T-IJ.
X:. :::: 0 -a 0 0 (7.15)
0 -(1 0
0 0 0
0,
with A = AT. Using the normalizer G ::::: diag(g, g" G2, gl, 1/g" g, l ), G2 E IR\'X\'~
g,g,. gJ E [R. satisfying G~Gi == In g2 == g~ = 1 we can transform A, pinto
I I ,'1' , I (7 16)A ::::.- G2Au", , p == --G2p. ..g - gig)
We can usc G~ either to diagonalize 11. or to rotate p into e.g. p = (PI' 0, ... ,0).
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3. ko == 2. The projection of A{,GrJ, 2) onto otp, 2) is a free-rowed rv1ANS with
Kravchuk signature (2 p - 22). The corresponding splitung MASA of e(p,2)
is given in Theorem 5.1 with q = kn = 2 and KpH'f/O = Ip z- In this case Q2 can be
chosen a~i {h = diag( 1. Q2, •.• ,qJJ. ql == 1 ~ Iq:d ~ ~ IqJlI.This MASA in
turn gives rise to the following nonsplitting MASAs.
0 0 rJ. 0 Y ZI
0 0 e<Q -j' 0 z,..
0 0 0 T -QaT T T-fJ. A (j
...~.= (7.17)
0 0 0 n 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 01
Here A is a diagonal matrix, Tr A ::::: 0 and K(' is same as in Eq. (5.5).
8. Conclusions
The main conclusion is that we have presented guidelines for constructing all
MASAs of eip, q) for any fixed values of p and q. Some of the results are
entirely explicit. such as Theorem 4.1 describing ad splitting MASAs of eip, q),
and Theorem 5.1 presenting nonsplitting MASAs containing a free-rowed
MANS of O(PI) +ko,qo ;~ ko) C oip, q). The results on MASAs of eip, q) in-
volving non-free-rowed MANS of o(Po +ko,qo +ko) are less complete and
amount to specific examples (see Theorems 5.2 and 5.3). The decomposition
results of Section 6 allow us to restrict all considerations to indecomposable
MASAs of eip, q). both splitting and nonsplitting ones. The results for e(p,2)
presented in Section 7 arc complete and explicit, like those given earlier for
e(p,O) and eip, 1) [20]. In particular we have constructed all MASAs related to
non-free-rowed MANSs.
Work concerning the application of MASAs of eip,q) is in progress. In
particular, we usc MASAs of e(p, q) to construct the coordinate systems in
which certain partial differential equations (Laplace-Beltrami, Hamihon-Ja..
cobi) allow the separation of variables,
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